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For the last year, Emma Owens has been quietly detached from everything and everyone. Desperate to
escape the demons that chased her out of her hometown, she’s learned that life here in Milwaukee is just less
complicated and less tragic when it’s a one-woman show. In the span of one week, everything about her
carefully orchestrated solitude comes crashing down. Then again, she can’t really ignore the scratching
coming from her patio door or the hungry, pleading grey eyes reflecting in the moonlight. Those four little
white paws and that tiger-striped fur thaws some of the ice keeping her heart on lockdown and she’s attached
before she knows what hits her. Emma doesn’t have any better luck ignoring another pair of eyes, and her
new neighbor, Finn Matthews, with his shy persistence and a painful past of his own, slowly chips away at
the rest of the ice trapping Emma in her insecurities and her loneliness. Taking a chance on her new
roommate and her next-door neighbor opens a door she’d previously slammed shut: the door to a new lease
on life and the right to forgive, to fight back, and to heal. And the craziest part about it? It all started with a
stray cat. She was lost and he found her.
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From reader reviews:

Brandy Greenawalt:

The book Finding Emma gives you the sense of being enjoy for your spare time. You need to use to make
your capable a lot more increase. Book can to become your best friend when you getting stress or having big
problem using your subject. If you can make looking at a book Finding Emma to be your habit, you can get
far more advantages, like add your capable, increase your knowledge about many or all subjects. It is
possible to know everything if you like open up and read a reserve Finding Emma. Kinds of book are
several. It means that, science reserve or encyclopedia or other people. So , how do you think about this
publication?

Ellen Omalley:

The particular book Finding Emma has a lot of information on it. So when you check out this book you can
get a lot of advantage. The book was authored by the very famous author. The writer makes some research
just before write this book. This particular book very easy to read you can get the point easily after reading
this book.

Micheal Mata:

You are able to spend your free time to learn this book this publication. This Finding Emma is simple to
develop you can read it in the area, in the beach, train in addition to soon. If you did not get much space to
bring typically the printed book, you can buy the particular e-book. It is make you much easier to read it.
You can save typically the book in your smart phone. So there are a lot of benefits that you will get when
you buy this book.

Carmen Bell:

A lot of publication has printed but it is unique. You can get it by web on social media. You can choose the
most beneficial book for you, science, witty, novel, or whatever through searching from it. It is identified as
of book Finding Emma. You'll be able to your knowledge by it. Without making the printed book, it could
possibly add your knowledge and make an individual happier to read. It is most significant that, you must
aware about reserve. It can bring you from one destination to other place.
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